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Justice for Michael Brown
which that individual emerged educator Peter Jirasek told The

and the flaws m that system The Ferguson police would £,Hi¢Pngton Post that "tf you
which people perpetuate with only seek to wound someone
continued unresponsiveness

By now you have probably betterservetheircommunity by shooting, you do not have

Justification to shoot at all "
a heard the prevalent slogans, I feel powerless when

"Black Lives Matter" and by wearing cameras than faced with an issue as

"Hands Up, Don't Shoot " These ubiquitous and enigmatic as
simple but poignant phrases wearing riot gear. police accountability, but as a
address two maJor concerns in first step we can sign various

e b Ferguson racism and police petitions created as backlash4***1©,T-- ,** * 1 brutality Advocating police According to a Fox article by said the department does not to the police's use of force
   accountabillty offers partial German Lopez, "pollce donned have the money to implement against peaceful protestors and

riot gear, wielded sniper rifles, the technology The Ferguson supporting the dissolution of the
4 f4»4*»4 1'< As Michael Jeffries said rode on armored vehicles that police would better serve their 1033 program In the long term

,**,08 1* in The Boston Globe, "The resembled tanks, fired rubber community by wearing cameras we can pay closer attention to
ANTHONY BURDO, simplicity of the phrase [Black bullets, and launched tear gas than wearing riot gear the bents of the politicians we

Lives Matter] is a national - a chemical weapon banned Shadee Ashtan and vote for Maplight, a nonpartisan
SYLVIA MORROW shame " While we struggle from international warfare - into Sara Boboltz said m the research organization, has a

to figure out the degree to demonstrating crowds " Beyond The Hu#ngton Po,t that map displaying which house
Following the grand Jury which Brown's race influenced the obvious physical harm this pollce obtain milltary-grade representatives voted for a

decision to not indict Darren Wilson's actions,Jeffnespointed caused, the police's actions blew weaponry largely through the congressional amendment

Wilson for any cnmes in the out that, "Brown is described as open an already penlously wide 1033 program which provides which would have effectively
killing of Michael Brown, the 'lt' and 'a demon' in his killer's trust gap between the residents "billions of dollars' worth of disbanded the 1033 program
matter remains, in the hearts testimony " While this does of Ferguson and the pollce surplus military weapons at no had it passed We must educate
and minds of many, unresolved not directly indicate racism, it According to The charge" to police departments ourselves because we have
What now? portrays with disturbing clarity Washmgton Pow editonal nationwide The pollce action no simple or quick solution to

On the most basic level, we Wilson's sense of otherness board, "Congress m 1994 following Brown's death inJustice, we must vote into
must resolve the inJustice m towards Brown Wilson has told the Justice Department to mdicates a significant need for power pollticians committed to
Brown's death a human being stripped Brown of his humanity collect and publish national greater accountability regarding standing with us m solidarity
died at the hands of a police "Hands Up, Don't Shoot" numbers on the excessive use of the equipment and its use It Ferguson has the power to
officer under circumstances addresses the polices use force, but federal officials have would make more sense if police take the media attention it has
steeped iii a deeply troubling of excessive force A chart never managed to do it " The received free cameras and had to already gained and direct the
senselessness or even compiled by PBS Newshour system will not change without budget for weaponry according attention of politicians, police,
maliciousness indicated witnesses agreed with transparency to necessity and voters alike by putting

Brown deserves Justice, high consistency that Brown put In the past few years Similarly, Wilson's actions the spotlight on important
but Justice is not wholly his hands up m surrender when American police foices have against Brown imply a basic conversations - racism and
dependent on what happens Wilson fired upon him At least started implementing body need within the police force police accountability - so let's
to Wilson Complete Justice six of Wilson's shots hit Brown, cameras and car dashboard to increase officer training talk *
involves a larger scope It two of which impacted his head cameras The Ferguson Police that focuses on de-escalating
requires tackling not Just an After Brown's death, the pollce Department owns cameras, but an altercation Retired police Sylvia Morrowij a,emorphysics
individual but the system from abused peaceful protestors Police Chief Thomas Jackson sergeant and crimnal .justke and wnkng major

Third Gender: A Push for Inclusion
society tends to make To third gender, gender neutral, provides clarity to this Christian say, 'I am Just a dry tree ' For thus
begin with, one's gender iS not agender, genderless, non-gender, calling Castrated before puberty, says the Lord, 'to the eunuchs
equivalent to one's sex While it two-spint-terms that are often appearing beardless with a higher who hold fast my covenant,
may be determmed genetically used interchangeably or defined voice, and having been trained I will give, in my house and

r whether a human's biological sex differently by each Individual to take sensitive positions not within my walls, a monument
is male or female, though Intersex Still, all terms refer generally to typically entrusted to males, the and a name better than sons
people are also born, gender lS the same experience of gender eunuch is never referred to as a and daughters I will give them
fluid Gender is a culturally and as one who does not fit into the man an everlasting name that shall
socially constructed aspect of cultural construct of "man" or Eunuchs were, thus, not be cut off When the two

A ./1 144 one's personal identity that does "woman" understood as a thrrd gender, reach a stream, then, the eunuch
not necessarily go hand-m-hand Christians, as those who are mhabiting a distinct space says, "Look, here is water I What
with the genitals one ts born with called to model the life of Jesus, between women and men is to prevent me from being

Different cultures and have a responsibility to be at within their societies While the baptized?" The answei?Nothing

Y' 1 f ,& individuals understand third the forefront of the response to position held by the Ethiopian Certainly, this particular
gender diffeiently A third gender the oppressed and marginallzed eunuch provided him with some story in Acts may be Interpreted

i. tiIS may represent an intermediate In that way, Christians ought to wealth and privilege due to his to communicate other important
b //f . 1\ i state between man and woman, open theireyes to those m society relationship with his Queen, the ideas Modern Western Christians
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a state of being both, the state who are routinely overlooked as eunuch was routinely humillated may tend to pay little attention

MARY STRAND of bemg neither, the ability they are forced to associate with and rgected by the religious to the condition of the eunuch,

to cross or swap genders, or a gender with which they do not establishment m Jerusalem assuming that they have never
Female and male Woman and another category altogethei identify His early castration inhibited met a eunuch Understanding the

man American society is ruled independent of man and woman The story of Philip him from societal status as a eunuch's position m society as
by an overwhelming tendency to In the United States, those whose encountering the Ethiopian "proper male" as he lacked the that of a third gender, however,
divide the human population into personal identities exist outside eunuch m Acts 826-40, as ability to procreate and become has significant implications on
two distinct, polarized categones of the male-female gender interpreted by Reta Halteman circumcised-both necessities how one ought to respond to the

based on sex and gender binary may identify as queer, Finger of SOJourners Magazine, to carry on the covenant line marginalized, queer population
Gendered bathrooms, changmg For that reason, despite his being Let's strive to understand

rooms, academia, government a God-fearing mdividual, the all people as they understand
identification, healthcare and Christians ought to open eunuch's gender status prevented themselves, educating

even the English language him from worshiping in the ourselves about, and building
are reflective of a culture that their eyes to those in temple in Jerusalem and having a open relationship with, the
recognizes two distinct genders place m the religious community marginalized Let's take steps
There are those, however, After having known a deep that will enable us to refrain from

who do not fit Into this bwary society who are routinely rejection and marginalization forcing the human population

structure of gender- Individuals by the religious community, into a two-gender system that is
whose bodies and experiences overlooked as they are the eunuch listens carefully to neither mnate nor universal Let's
fall outside of the male-female Philip's words Philip explains embrace an inclusive theology,

gender binary This third gender forced to associate with a Jesus' hfe, crucifixion, and a theology that seeks to

is in need of recognition resurrection as the fulfillment of understand and love all human

Achieving an inclusive gender with which they do the "humiliated servant" of God beings as they are *
understanding of gender described In Isaiah 53 Reading

requires challenging important not identify. further in Isaiah to chapter 56, it is Mary zi a uemor mtercultural
assumptions that American declared "Do not let the eunuch studiey ma/or


